
               

 
 
 
 
 

Puna de Atacama: 6 x 6000 meters 
21 days 

 
Mountaineering expedition to six mountains over six thousand meters, placed in the Puna de Atacama 
high plateau, Chile. Although their normal routes are not difficult, altitude is a serious hazard that 
should not to be underestimated. The very low percentage of humidity in the air in this part of the 
world makes any ascend in the Puna de Atacama a real challenge. So a very good acclimatization 
phase should be done at the beginning of the expedition, to have larger chances of reaching our main 
six goals. 
 
 

Day Activity Overnight in 
1 Copiapó airport. Transfer to Caldera village Caldera (50 m) 

2 Transfer to Laguna Santa Rosa Santa Rosa (3700 m) 

3  Acclimatization ascend to mount Redondo Colorado (4180 m). 
Transfer to Laguna Negro Francisco 

Negro Francisco (4170 m) 

4 Acclimatization ascend to mount Cornisa (4870 m) Negro Francisco (4170 m) 

5 Acclimatization ascend to mount Laguna (4980 m) Negro Francisco (4170 m) 

6 Summit of mount Azufre (6055 meters) Negro Francisco (4170 m) 

7 Transfer ro Rio Lamas Rio Lamas (4300 m) 

8 Summit of mount Tres Cruces Norte (6030 meters) Rio Lamas (4300 m) 

9 Transfer to Laguna Verde Laguna Verde (4300 m) 

10  Summit of mount San Francisco (6018 meters) Laguna Verde (4300 m) 

11 Laguna Verde Laguna Verde (4300 m) 

12 Approach to Ermitaño base camp BC (5030 m) 

13 Summit of mount Ermitaño (6160 meters) Laguna Verde (4300 m) 

14 Laguna Verde Laguna Verde (4300 m) 

15 Transfer to Murray hut Murray (4550 m) 

16 Summit of mount Vicuña (6065 meters) Murray (4550 m) 

17 Summit of Barrancas Blancas (6144 meters) Murray (4550 m) 

18 Extra day  

19 Extra day  

20  Transfer to Caldera village Caldera (50 m) 

21 Transfer to Copiapó airport. End of our services  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



               

 
 
 

Prices per person in US dollars (for the suggested programme) 
 

1 person expedition 6950 $ 

2 persons 4900 $ 

3 persons 3900 $ 

4 a 6 personas 3500 $ 

 
 
These prices include: Mountain Guide, Two nights  accommodation in Caldera village, Transportation, 
Food, Tents. 
 
These prices don´t include: Flight and bus tickets, Food in Caldera. 
 
 
And if it is not what you are looking for, contact us in urqu@urqu.cl and we´ll design a programme for 
you bearing in mind your needs, your expectations, and your available dates for your expedition. 
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